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Sydney

(02) 7254 1000
sales@completedoorssydney.com.au
30 Garema Circuit, Kingsgrove, NSW, 2208

Open:


Showroom – Monday to Friday 9-5pm & Saturdays 10-4pm


Warehouse – Monday to Friday 7-3pm

Port Macquarie

(02) 6535 2204
sales@completedoorspm.com.au
Unit 8, 10 Bellbowrie Street
Port Macquarie NSW 2444

Open:

Monday to Friday 8.30-4.30pm

Complete Doors Sydney & Port Macquarie specialise in the supply, delivery, and installation of high quality, affordable entrance doors and internal doors. We also offer locks, handles and painting services.
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                            david corkill            03:12 08 Jul 22
                                            I cannot speak more highly of Mark and the team at Complete doors Sydney. I needed a very unusual door off the second bedroom into a light well. I required a door and window and fly screen combined. I only did a rough sketch of what i was after and Mark worked with that design and the guys in the workshop to design exactly what I wanted. It was expensive being an unusual request so i was a bit worried about paying for something sight unseen, however I didn't need to worry as Mark and the team exceeded my expectations. The door is exactly what I wanted and perfect for the space. The two lads that came to install were professional and friendly and could not be more accommodating when asked for a few tweaks. I will definitely use Complete doors Sydney as the service , product and experience is far superior to the large door manufacturers around. 10 out of 10 Sydney Complete Doors!            
        
    
                                    [image: Chris Mouratidis]        
                            Chris Mouratidis            05:32 06 Jul 22
                                            Complete Doors supplied and installed a set of four bifold doors and a couple of fixed glazed panels to separate the rumpus and family rooms. They made the whole process extremely easy and their professional team helped us to make the most appropriate selections for our budget. The job was completed as promised and any follow up questions were handled quickly. The doors operate perfectly and look fantastic.            
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                            L & J W            09:47 08 Jul 22
                                            Great experience with Mark, Mick and the whole team at Complete Doors Sydney. They did an install for our family home today for a few doors. The carpentry team was really good. Thank you Mark.  Appreciated your help today.            
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                            Melina Scarcella            23:33 04 Jul 22
                                            I have no hesitation in recommending Complete Doors Sydney, they were great to deal with from beginning to end. Very happy with our Sales person, George, and carpenter/installer Isaac. Thank you!            
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                            Shelly Council            23:55 22 Jun 22
                                            I found Complete Doors on a google search. I haven’t had much luck in the past with big door companies. I went off the previous google reviews with Complete Doors. My experience from start to finish was brilliant. I needed a barn door in a hurry and they went above and beyond to fulfil my order. Highly recommend            
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                            C K            02:11 25 Aug 22
                                            The guys at Complete Doors did a fantastic job replacing the front door and side panel of our townhouse. It was a complex job but the guys worked hard and the end job is fantastic. Would highly reccomend.            
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                            Anna Banana            06:52 18 Apr 22
                                            Had a fantastic experience with Complete Doors. We were working with Troy who from the start to the end of the experience was very knowledgeable on what would work best for our needs and also very patient in offering us a wide variety of choices for all budgets as we did ask plenty of questions along the way (of which he promptly replied to each one). The installation process was also very smooth and professionally done with the installer arriving on the dot at the correct time and doing a very clean job. Cannot fault the end to end experience we had really was so seamless. Thank you team! Before and after photos attached to review (the after ones are the white doors we got from Complete Doors)            
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                            Kerri Grant            04:47 13 Feb 22
                                            Had a great experience with Complete Doors. I was trying to buy all our doors for our studio on line due to COVID restrictions. Mark’s customer service was exceptional resulting in a great on-line/phone shopping experience. Mark knew his products and was quickly able to understand what I was looking for, providing a professional and prompt service. I would highly recommend Complete Doors Sydney.            
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                            gordon pella            03:36 05 Apr 22
                                            The complete sales to delivery (installation) dream team. Troy started the experience out with 5 stars and not often is this followed up by 5 stars with delivery. Well, I'm happy to say that William, the door installer, also did an outstanding job. He was on time, extremely professional and finished with a polished job. We are very happy with our New Door and Yale lock and my partner is extremely fussy! Thanks to you team for the exemplary customer experience. Gordon & Bettina in Bronte            
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                            Vince Kandaya            00:05 25 Mar 22
                                            Complete Doors Sydney is a well organized and highly ethical business. From my initial contact with the sales personnel to the time when the door was installed, I must say I am impressed with their attitude, punctuality and workmanship. The installers William and Declan were fastidious and accurate in their workmanship.I highly recommend Complete Doors Sydney.            
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                            Andrew Buchan            11:57 03 May 22
                                            Ordering was very simple. Staff extremely helpfulI had to change my installation date a number of times and these was readily accepted and understood. Installation was efficient and smooth. Whole process was impressive. Would highly recommend.            
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                            Bonnie Mackinnon            01:41 12 Jul 22
                                            Complete Doors Sydney are a complete joy to do business with. The three staff members I dealt with, were all extremely pleasant and polite. The door installer turned up exactly on time and cleaned up after himself. I can’t recommend them highly enough.            
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                            Terry Harte            01:03 05 Mar 23
                                            We dealt with Mark at Complete Doors. He helped with our many questions and provided good advice.We did have some issues but the helpful people at Nidus Locks and the carpenters from Complete Doors were able to successfully resolve these and our door is now fitted.I applied our choice of stain and then several layers of an appropriate marine varnish, and the finished product looks wonderful.            
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                            Tony Bradford            00:20 08 Feb 23
                                            Wow, our new front door is certainly a feature! A real statement. Thanks to Mick and the team for a wonderful job, professional service, great communication, arrived on time, a real pleasure. I cannot recommend more highly.            
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                            Martin Corvalan            10:28 05 Dec 22
                                            Complete doors were absolutely fantastic and I can’t recommend them highly enough. Mick was fantastic in helping us pick out all our hardware and Will and Elias installing were quick, to the point and very good. The whole process was excellent and I will use them again. They even helped me in Wollongong from their office in Sydney. Thanks team.            
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                            Gillian Dalla Pozza            04:59 05 Dec 22
                                            The guys at complete doors have been amazing from the moment we walked into the showroom. Great selection of doors, great prices and easy instal. Also with all this rain and a 100 year old uneven door frame, we have had some issues and Complete Doors have been so helpful and quick at sorting this out for us. Would recommend their business to anyone. Thanks guys!            
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                            paul hines            21:00 22 May 23
                                            An excellent experience 4 tradies doing awesome work. Highly rate complete doors. Fitted and cleaned up so I was a very happy person            
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                            Emily Bradhurst            05:03 04 May 23
                                            I have nothing but great things to say about Complete Doors Sydney. An excellent small business to support where everyone is incredibly helpful and invested in making sure that you have a great experience from start to finish. If you want a quality service, you can't go wrong with Complete Doors. Special shoutout to carpenter, Will, for his amazing attention to detail. He has many years of experience and a great work ethic.            
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                            Lori Dunn            00:01 04 May 23
                                            I recently used Complete Doors Sydney for a door installation project in my home. I have to say, I am incredibly impressed with their service.Willba came to my home to assess the project & provide an estimate. He took the time to listen to my needs & concerns & provided thoughtful recommendations based on his expertise.The installation itself was seamless. The team showed up on time & worked efficiently to get the job done. They were respectful of my home & cleaned up after themselves.Thank you Willba & the team for a job well done!            
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                            Tony Nicholson            09:35 04 May 23
                                            I had a great experience working with Complete Doors Sydney. I am impressed by their attention to detail and the care they took to ensure that the doors were installed properly. The new doors look fantastic and work perfectly. I would highly recommend Complete Doors Sydney to anyone looking for high-quality, reliable door installation services.            
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                            Helen K            23:01 20 Apr 23
                                            Mick and the team of installers made ordering and installing 5 internal and 2 external doors easy. They’re professional, knowledgeable and thorough. Their installers had excellent attention to detail which is important for trimming doors and installing door handles. I’m really happy with the job they did.            
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                            Chris Nichols            21:34 28 Jun 23
                                            Complete doors were great to deal with from the start I quickly selected my door and received a quote to my email straight away. Proceeded with order and was delivered to site on the day discussed no issues. Complete doors I will definitely use againThanksChris            
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                            Joseph Chung            20:35 29 Jun 23
                                            I bought solid internal doors and the door quality and primer coating was excellent. Their price and lead time was also more competitive than the other companies I searched. Great customer service as well. High recommended.            
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                            Christine Lum            07:15 23 Feb 23
                                            I had absolutely no ideas about doors, timber, locks or paint. Complete Doors were very understanding and took me through every step of the process including selecting the door type, design, timber and paint type. They outlined all the different components of the cost so I had a very good idea what I was paying for. They had a wide variety of styles available. In addition, they offered a complete package from start to finish which made things a lot easier. Troy & Mark were very polite and prompt in their communications and kept me informed every step of the process. Their tradesmen all turned up on time, did an excellent job and cleaned up after they finished. Unfortunately there were some issues with the painting but Mark very generously offered to sort this issue without any additional cost. We are now all very happy with our new door and would highly recommend Complete Doors without any hesitation            
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                            SHIRLEY LAWLOR            10:01 19 Jul 23
                                            I had four doors installed last week, one entrance and three interior doors. The service, professionalism of this company was fantastic! As for my doors, I could not be happier, exactly what I dreamed of! Just beautiful! Thank you!            
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                            Andrew Mills            00:04 31 Jul 23
                                            We ordered two French style doors plus to side panels. Solid construction - much better than the ones we got from Hume doors previously.  Costing was about 10-15% better than the other quotes we got so all in all a solid outcome for us!            
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                            Peony Nancarrow            10:31 04 Aug 23
                                            We had a wonderful experience replacing our front door any updating the look of our property! Communication throughout with Mark was excellent and we could not be happier with the outcome! Highly recommend!            
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